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Abstract

The response of polycrystals to plastic deformation is studied at the level of variations within individual grains and

comparisons are made to theoretical calculations using crystal plasticity. We provide a brief overview of crystal

plasticity and a review of the literature, which is dominated by surface observations. The motivating question asks

how well does crystal plasticity represents the mesoscale behavior of large populations of dislocations (as carriers

of plastic strain)? The literature shows consistently that only moderate agreement is found between experiment

and calculation. We supplement this with a current example of microstructure evolution in the interior of a copper

sample subjected to tensile deformation. Non-destructive measurements of orientation fields were performed

using the near-field high-energy X-ray diffraction microscopy (nf-HEDM) technique at the Advanced Photon

Source (APS). A single two dimensional slice of microstructure containing ∼ 150 grains was tracked through

multiple strain states, starting from highly ordered grains and tracking lattice rotations and defect accumulation up

to 14% elongation. In accord with the literature, comparison with crystal plasticity models indicates reasonable

qualitative agreement but significant variations between simulation and experiment are apparent at the scale of

individual grains. The conclusion is that, in order to be able to quantify the effects of microstructure on the

distributions of slip, orientation change and damage accumulation, the empirically derived constitutive relations

used in continuum scale simulations need to be improved. Equally important will be the development of large

scale simulations of polycrystals that directly model dislocations.
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1. Introduction1

The deformation of crystalline materials continues2

to challenge our understanding of the behavior of3

large populations of defects, which in this case con-4

cerns dislocations as the line defects that carry plastic5

strain. The main objective of this article is to make6

the case that we are not in a good position to predict7

the deviations from mean values as plastic strain ac-8

cumulates in polycrystalline materials because we do9

not have adequate models for the behavior of large10

populations of dislocations. This is important because11

plastic deformation is the precursor to damage initia-12

tion such as the formation of cracks and voids. Un-13

derstanding the influence of microstructure on such14

processes depends on accurate calculation of fields in15

deformation so that extreme values are well character-16

ized. Minimizing discrepancies between current mod-17
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els and experiments will lead to better diagnosis of18

in-service components as well as allow the possibil-19

ity to design and manufacture next generation materi-20

als with advanced properties, such as high mechanical21

strength and ductility.22

The properties and ways in which individual dis-23

locations respond to mechanical loading are well un-24

derstood [1], often in elegant detail. To take just one25

example from the enormous literature, Srolovitz et al.26

[2] have modeled the way in which individual dislo-27

cations bypass obstacles such as second phase par-28

ticles during which they adopt strongly curved con-29

formations that resemble a coiled rope. Recall that30

elastic strains in metals rarely exceed 0.001% and31

so a plastic strain of 10% is already comparatively32

large. To appreciate the numbers of dislocations in-33

volved, a typical crystallite or grain size is of order 1034

µm and the dislocation density can reach 10+14 m−2
35

after 10% strain, which corresponds to roughly 105
36

dislocations threading through each grain. Perhaps37
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because of the large numbers involved, there is am-38

ple evidence that plastic deformation is successfully39

modeled at the statistical level. Dislocations at low40

temperatures are constrained to move conservatively41

(with only local atomic rearrangements) with specific,42

crystallographic slip plane and slip direction, the com-43

bination of which we term a slip system. As described44

in more detail below this constrained motion results in45

lattice rotation towards preferred orientations [3]. The46

slip geometry has long been incorporated into simu-47

lations to successfully model the evolution of orienta-48

tion distributions aka texture [4, 5]. However, as we49

shall show, comparisons of experiments and simula-50

tions at the scale of grains show limited agreement,51

and even that is achieved only in some average sense.52

The most likely culprit is the commonly used relation-53

ship between the shear stress on a slip system and the54

resulting slip rate (as the product of mobile dislocation55

density and drift velocity). The constitutive relation,56

Eq. ?? below, assumes a smooth, monotonic albeit57

highly non-linear relationship between resolved shear58

stress and slip rate, and has proven to be very useful59

for continuum-scale simulation. Nevertheless the sim-60

ulations do not adequately reproduce local variations61

in orientation or strain. Although the equation is based62

on plausible analysis of the kinetics of dislocation mo-63

tion [6], it has not been obtained from detailed studies64

of the behavior of large dislocation populations. It has65

been noted many times that dislocation motion occurs66

in a non-steady fashion, e.g. Kubin et al. [7]. Numer-67

ous results available in the literature clearly demon-68

strate the substantial challenges that still exist in de-69

veloping models that are accurate physical descriptors70

of the observed phenomena.71

1.1. Dislocation Storage72

The lack of agreement manifests itself in various73

ways. When dislocations intersect with themselves in74

large numbers their behavior becomes less well de-75

fined and one can say that no analogue to statistical76

mechanics (of e.g. gases) has been worked out for77

large populations of dislocations. This absence of a78

statistically based non-equilibrium theory is an impor-79

tant limitation in our ability to describe the collective80

behavior of dislocations that governs almost all as-81

pects of the mechanical properties of materials. Cot-82

trell famously remarked 60 years ago that the increase83

in hardness that results from the tangling of disloca-84

tions on intersecting slip systems, i.e. work harden-85

ing, is a difficult problem for which no theory is likely86

to be available in the near future [8]. Another mani-87

festation is the development of non-uniform densities88

during plastic deformation. After large strain and at89

high deformation temperatures, dislocations organize90

themselves into subgrains i.e. µm-sized regions with91

negligible dislocation density separated by thin walls92

of high density that are essentially low angle bound-93

aries. At the other extreme dislocations may accumu-94

late as blocks of a random forest separated by layers95

in which larger shear strain has occurred, known as96

shear bands. Under intermediate conditions, disloca-97

tions form cells (equiaxed or elongated) with low den-98

sities in the interiors versus high densities in the walls,99

see [9]. Considerable effort has been devoted to repro-100

ducing this range of dislocation microstructures using101

both continuum and more detailed dislocation dynam-102

ics simulations with very limited success [10]. To set103

against this, it is important to note recent efforts to104

develop requirements for constitutive relations based105

on dislocation theory such as [11]. Groma in particu-106

lar makes analogies to plasma physics (in order to ac-107

count for long range interactions) in developing a the-108

ory for dislocation density in 2D [12]. Although the109

mathematical descriptions are only valid for a fixed110

population of straight dislocations, numerical solu-111

tions with variable dislocation densities provide inter-112

esting and plausible non-uniform dislocation distribu-113

tions similar to those observed for fatigue. Zaiser and114

Hochrainer [13] obtained stress-strain curves based on115

a continuum analysis albeit for deformation of a thin116

film, which they based on earlier developments by117

Groma. These examples point to a slow but steady118

development of a body of theory that may eventually119

provide the desired dislocation analogue to statistical120

mechanics. Taken as a whole, these issues also serve121

to illustrate the importance of mesoscale science in122

the sense of complex behavior that arises when large123

populations of defects are allowed to interact [14, 15].124

Later in the article we describe the Voce equation, Eq.125

3 below, that is commonly used as a constitutive de-126

scription of work hardening but it is important to note127

that this is purely empirical and there is no such con-128

stitutive description that has been derived from dislo-129

cation theory directly.130

1.2. Two Major Challenges131

The major scientific challenges identified here are132

a) the need for a statistical mechanics of (large popu-133

lations of) dislocations and b) the need for improved134

numerical techniques to enable simulations of dislo-135

cation flow in polycrystalline materials. The first of136

these challenges also needs to be translated into engi-137

neering terms in the sense that better constitutive re-138

lations are needed for use in continuum codes. For139

the latter challenge there are some tentative steps that140

have been taken to develop more generally capable141

discrete dislocation simulation methods, e.g. Lei et142

al. [16] who represent the dislocations as eigenstrain143

fields and use a phase field method to update the dis-144

location positions as a function of the forces on them.145

Boundary conditions can also significantly affect the146

fidelity of simulations. Even though some of the work147
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cited here paid careful attention to boundary condi-148

tions and even varied them in order determine the sen-149

sitivity of the results, the level of agreement was sim-150

ilar in all cases. Nevertheless, it is possible that fur-151

ther refinement of the treatment of boundary condi-152

tions will be required.153

1.3. Outline154

We first review the work that has been done to155

compare experimental measurements of strain and/or156

orientation change at appreciable plastic strains, i.e.157

those above ∼ 2%, with theoretical calculations using158

crystal plasticity. The intent of the calculations is to159

reproduce the experiments using rules for the flow of160

dislocations that have been homogenized to the level161

at which the geometry of slip determines the plastic162

response but individual defects are not included. The163

approach is summarized below. Limiting the discus-164

sion to cases with appreciable plastic strain ensures165

that the effects of elasticity can be neglected [3].166

We complete the article with an example of a cur-167

rent investigation of this sort that considers uniaxial168

extension in copper with non-destructive scanning in a169

particular layer of the sample with high-energy x-rays170

[17]. The aim is to illustrate recent advances in this171

area with more detailed analysis of the development of172

orientation gradients. We describe the sample, exper-173

imental set-up, data collection and preprocessing pro-174

cedures for nf-HEDM as applied to the in-situ tensile175

test. Information on orientation gradients and misori-176

entation development is then extracted from the ori-177

entation maps measured at different strain levels. We178

compare experimental observations on lattice reori-179

entation with results from the fast Fourier transform180

(FFT) based crystal plasticity model [18, 19, 20] and181

the Taylor model [21]. Finally we discuss some of182

the advantages and disadvantages of current measure-183

ments and point the way towards larger, fully three184

dimensional data sets that are becoming available.185

2. Overview of Spatially Variable Plastic Response186

187

We now motivate the paper by reviewing the impor-188

tance of understanding the local variations in plastic189

deformation. The practical significance of such vari-190

ations occurs via the formation of “hot spots” i.e. lo-191

cally high values of stress or tractions on an interface192

where one might expect damage to initiate. Hot spots193

are much discussed in reference to energetic materi-194

als (explosives) as discussed by Field [23] and many195

others. Localization of plastic flow into shear bands196

has been noted as a source of local maxima in tem-197

peratures i.e. literal hot spots [24]. The significance198

of hot spots in deformation to the formation of fatigue199

cracks is also almost self-evident [25].200

2.1. Weakest Microstructural Feature201

A more specific aim of such comparisons follows202

from consideration of materials properties such as203

brittle fracture and fatigue, for which the statistics204

of extreme values have been successfully applied.205

The basic physical idea is to treat failure as reveal-206

ing the weakest microstructural feature of the system.207

Starting with da Vinci’s early efforts to quantify the208

strength of ropes [26], followed by Mariotte’s more209

quantitative work [27], fracture became a popular ap-210

plication of extreme value statistics, e.g. Epstein [28],211

Freudenthal and Gumbel [29]. Describing the overall212

statistics of the results of mechanical testing does not,213

however, expose the underlying connection to materi-214

als microstructure, or the still more fundamental be-215

havior of large populations of dislocations. Various216

authors have linked such extreme value statistics to217

various microstructural features such as nonmetallic218

inclusions in metals and small cracks or voids in ce-219

ramics, e.g. Murakami [30]. Przystupa et al. linked220

fatigue life in an aluminum alloy to extreme values of221

void size [31]. More recently, Przybyla et al. have222

published a series of papers seeking to connect spe-223

cific microstructural features such as slip activity to224

fatigue life predictors such as the Fatemi-Socie pa-225

rameter, grain size, and grain orientation [32]. Such226

efforts clearly represent a top-down approach to the227

problem.228

2.2. Dislocation Modeling229

Dislocations can be modeled as discrete defects230

where the atomic details are neglected. Dislocations231

are simulated as sets of line segments that obey pre-232

determined rules about the connectivity of the seg-233

ments (e.g. conservation of Burgers vector), forces234

between segments (Peach-Koehler force), interactions235

between dislocations (e.g. locks of various types, or236

cross-slip) and rates of motion. Such dislocation dy-237

namics (DD) models allow large numbers of disloca-238

tions to move and interact in a given volume, which,239

however, is generally restricted to being a single crys-240

tal with a low index direction parallel to the loading241

axis [33]. Notwithstanding these limitations, DD sim-242

ulations have proven useful for investigating many as-243

pects of plastic deformation and, in particular, the re-244

lationship between the shear stress required to move245

dislocations across a slip plane through a “forest” of246

obstacles, which provides detailed information about247

critical resolved shear stress. Several authors have248

used DD models to address problems in cyclic load-249

ing and Deshpande et al., for example, have used the250

technique to model fatigue crack growth under cyclic251

loading [34]. Brinckmann and van der Giessen used252

DD to identify localization of dislocation escape from253

a single crystal that could give rise to a large enough254

slip step to initiate a fatigue crack [35]. Even this ef-255

fort could only look at the interior of an individual,256
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symmetrically oriented grain and could not incorpo-257

rate the effects of microstructure as conventionally un-258

derstood at the microstructure scale.259

2.3. Microstructurally-resolved Plasticity260

Previous work on microstructurally-resolved plas-261

ticity has addressed a number of issues similar to those262

examined here. Barbe et al. [36, 37] found that,263

whereas the global response is insensitive to mesh re-264

finement, the amplitude of local variations in stress265

increases slowly with increasing mesh refinement. Di-266

ard et al. [38] performed finite element simulations on267

polycrystals with properties for hexagonal metals. Al-268

though they determined that more than 400 integration269

points were sufficient to resolve intragranular gradi-270

ents in stress and strain, they did not arrive at any def-271

inite conclusions about the influence of grain bound-272

aries. Kanit et al. [39] examined the differences aris-273

ing from using a mesh conformed to the grain struc-274

ture, i.e. with relatively smooth grain boundaries, ver-275

sus a voxel-based mesh, i.e. with stair-stepped bound-276

aries. They found only minor differences between the277

two cases in the local field values. They also noted278

that great care must be used in determining how large279

a volume may be regarded as representative, in the280

sense of demonstrating converged values for prop-281

erties such as modulus. The dispersion in modulus282

of thermal conductivity converges significantly more283

slowly (with numbers of realizations) than the mean284

values, not surprisingly. There is a large literature that285

deals with various aspects of the “representative vol-286

ume element” that is, however, out of scope for this287

review.288

2.4. Correlations to microstructure289

In general, the available results of microstructurally290

resolved simulations show that in single phase poly-291

crystals, at least, substantial intragranular gradients292

in stress and strain exist although the grain struc-293

ture is always apparent in the stress and strain fields.294

Lewis et al. [40] used anisotropic elasticity FEM for295

a 3D microstructure of a commercial stainless steel296

Al6XN, and investigated correlations of the hot spot297

(von Mises equivalent stress) distribution, distance to298

the nearest grain boundary, grain boundary character299

and imposed loading condition using various visual-300

ization and analytical techniques. No clear correla-301

tions were found although Rollett et al. found that302

both high and low stresses are found near grain bound-303

aries [41]. The spatial distribution of hot spots and its304

relation to microstructural features vary by imposed305

loading conditions. Clearly there is an important,306

mesoscale need to demonstrate that close agreement307

can be obtained between polycrystal plasticity calcu-308

lations and experiments at the scale of grains in or-309

der to be able to predict distributions of strain, stress,310

damage and other technologically important aspects311

of mechanical loading.312

3. Brief Synopsis of Crystal Plasticity313

Studies of metal deformation are generally carried314

out at a length scale that spans at least one grain if not315

many grains in a polycrystal. Setting aside nanostruc-316

tured materials for the moment, the minimum grain317

size generally found in structural materials is about 1318

µm. Since dislocation densities easily reach 1016m−2
319

this means each grain can contain upwards of 104 dis-320

locations. Thus current practice is to omit any direct321

representation of the dislocations (or twinning sys-322

tems) that carry the strain and use constitutive rela-323

tions that describe the geometry of slip. Empirical324

formulae are then required to compute the hardness325

associated with each slip system, the parameters of326

which are obtained by fitting to whatever experimen-327

tal data is available.328

3.1. Schmid law329

When analyzing straining experiments, particularly

for tensile test on single crystals, the simplest way

to understand the anisotropy of slip is to compute

Schmid factors. The Peach-Koehler force [1] codi-

fies the fact that stress couples to a dislocation via

the virtual work principle. For conservative motion

of a dislocation, i.e. glide, this means that we project

the stress, σ, onto the slip direction b and slip plane

normal n (as unit vectors) to obtain a resolved shear

stress, τs.

τs =
1

2
(bs ⊗ ns + ns ⊗ bs) : σ = ms : σ, (1)

where ms is the Schmid tensor of slip system (s).330

Schmid’s Law then states that slip occurs once τs
331

reaches a critical value, the critical resolved shear332

stress (CRSS). This CRSS is that required to gener-333

ate long-range motion of dislocations across their slip334

planes, as mentioned above. For a uniaxial stress state,335

i.e. one non-zero stress component parallel to an axis336

t, it is easy to define a Schmid factor, m which is equal337

to m = (b · t)× (t · n) (all unit vectors). The maximum338

value is m = 0.5. Slip is then expected to occur on the339

slip system with highest Schmid factor. Thus a “hard340

grain” is one that has a small value of the maximum341

Schmid factor; by contrast, a “soft grain” has a large342

Schmid factor. Note that this simple analysis is suit-343

able only for single crystals under particular boundary344

conditions such as uniaxial tension.345

3.2. Crystal Plasticity346

Crystal Plasticity (CP) refers to a constitutive equa-347

tion that is commonly used to describe the plastic348

response of metals to mechanical loading [42]. It349
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assumes that slip occurs by motion of dislocations350

on slip systems with crystallographically defined slip351

planes and slip directions. The slip direction cor-352

responds to the Burgers vector. Taking fcc metals353

such as aluminum, nickel and copper as examples,354

the standard slip system is notated in Miller indices as355

{111}〈110〉, corresponding to close packed plane (nor-356

mals) and close packed directions, respectively. Based357

on a great deal of experience with the kinetics of slip358

[6], the slip rate γ̇s on a given slip system s is assumed359

to be proportional to the resolved shear stress τs nor-360

malized by a hardness or (CRSS) τs
c and raised to some361

power n:362

γ̇s = γ̇0

(

|ms : σ|

τs
0

)n

× sgn (ms : σ) , (2)

where γ̇0 is the reference shear rate. It is important363

to note this constitutive relation is convenient to use364

because it removes the so-called ambiguity problem365

in the Taylor model whereby there are certain (ten-366

sor) stress states that can activate multiple slip sys-367

tems in a given grain. In fcc crystals, however, these368

stress states activate eight or six slip systems simul-369

taneously, which means that an arbitrary choice must370

be made of which combination of slips is to be used371

to satisfy the imposed strain, if the slipping rate is372

rate-insensitive i.e. a binary function of the resolved373

shear stress about the CRSS. By making the slip rate374

a smooth, continuous function of the resolved shear375

stress there is a unique relationship between the ap-376

plied (tensor) strain rate and the corresponding set of377

slip rates [3]. Nothing in this approach, however, takes378

account of spatial or temporal variations in dislocation379

activity. It has proven to be very useful for modeling380

and predicting texture development in polycrystalline381

metals [43, 44].382

3.3. Constitutive descriptions of strain hardening383

As deformation accumulates, the evolution of the

critical shear stress must be specified by a constitu-

tive relation. At this point in time, none of the com-

monly used relations have been derived from disloca-

tion theory, although certain efforts have come close

e.g. [7, 45]. As an example of one of the commonly

used empirical relationships, the extended Voce law

[46] is written as

τs
c = τ

s
0 + (τs

1 + θ
s
1Γ)(1 − exp(−Γ|θs

0/τ
s
1|)) (3)

where Γ is the accumulated shear at any material point

and τ0, θ0, θ1, (τ0 + τ1) are the initial critical resolved

shear stress, initial hardening rate, asymptotic hard-

ening rate, and back-extrapolated threshold stress, re-

spectively. Finally, the change in critical stress in each

slip system is given by

△τs
c =

dτs
c

dΓ

∑

s′

hss′ |γ̇s′ |, (4)

where hss′ is the hardening matrix. In order to cap-384

ture a correct lattice re-orientation, it is important to385

know the effects of s′ slip systems on the activity of386

the slip system s. The hardening parameters are cal-387

ibrated in the crystal plasticity models to predict the388

mechanical behaviors and properties of structural ma-389

terials. Many variations on this basic approach are390

possible. Franciosi et al., for example, showed that391

varying the critical resolved shear stress on each sys-392

tem is needed in order to reconcile the differences be-393

tween tests on different orientations of single crystals394

with tests on polycrystals [47]. Furthermore, each slip395

system can harden other slip systems at varying rates396

depending on the geometry of slip (Burgers) vectors397

and intersections of slip planes; this phenomenon is398

known as latent hardening. The recent article by Rot-399

ers et al. about crystal plasticity reviewed the current400

state of finite element modeling of materials that in-401

cludes the physics of dislocation flow [48]. There are,402

of course, many other constitutive equations in use, all403

of which are empirical attempts to capture the effect404

of large populations of dislocations interacting with405

each other as well as with obstacles such as precipi-406

tates [49]. The nearest approach to obtaining the in-407

teraction parameters, h from dislocation theory is by408

Kubin et al. who analyzed the different strengths of409

dislocation junctions in fcc metals to obtain recom-410

mended values for the six different coefficients that411

remain after taking account of the various applicable412

symmetries [7]. They also took advantage of numer-413

ical simulations of dislocation dynamics to check for414

values of the mean free path of mobile dislocations.415

The result provided an empirical basis for the substan-416

tial variations in strain hardening rate observed when417

single crystals of different orientations are tested in418

tension.419

3.4. Taylor factor, M420

A simple scalar quantity that is useful in polycrystal421

plasticity is the Taylor factor, after the original analy-422

sis of large strain deformation of aluminum polycrys-423

tals [21] that related macroscopic behavior to disloca-424

tion slip on individual slip systems. The key assump-425

tion is that each grain in a polycrystal develops the426

same (tensor, deviatoric) strain as the average strain.427

It requires at least five independent systems to be ac-428

tive in each grain in order to accommodate an arbitrary429

applied strain. Because of this boundary condition, it430

is considered to provide an upper bound on the pre-431

dicted macroscopic stress. The model enforces strain432

continuity across grains but stress equilibrium condi-433

tion and neighbor interaction are ignored. The strain434
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rate in each grain is given by eq. 5 and the shear-rate435

for the active slip system is calculated from eq. 2.436

Finally, the hardening and grain orientation are incre-437

mentally updated at each strain step. Therefore, the438

Taylor model provides an easily calculable prediction439

of rotations based only on the geometry of slip in in-440

dividual grains. It is known from previous work [50]441

to generally over predict rotations and to not capture442

the dispersion of rotation directions observed in local443

regions of the stereographic triangle. An outcome of444

the model is the Taylor factor, M, which is the quo-445

tient of the von Mises equivalent stress on the criti-446

cal resolved shear stress for slip, or, equivalently the447

quotient of the sum of the microscopic slips on the448

von Mises equivalent strain. Thus a “hard grain” is449

one that requires a large macroscopic stress to obtain450

plastic deformation, or a large amount of microscopic451

slip in relation to the macroscopic strain increment;452

the converse statements are made in relation to “soft453

grains”. Note that the choice of the von Mises equiva-454

lent quantities (as scalar measures of stress and strain)455

is somewhat arbitrary but commonly accepted. Meth-456

ods for calculating the Taylor factor may be found in457

several texts, e.g. [3], and are generally based on the458

analysis of Bishop and Hill [51].459

4. Full Field Crystal Plasticity Simulations460

One of the variations of the polycrystal deforma-461

tion models, inspired in a spectral formulation, was462

originally proposed by Moulinec and Suquet [52] to463

solve the micro-mechanical problem of linear elastic464

heterogeneous materials and later extended to non-465

linear two phase isotropic composites [53]. It was fur-466

ther combined with crystal plasticity (CP) by Leben-467

sohn [18] to solve the micro-mechanical behavior of468

plastically-deforming polycrystals. The fast Fourier469

transform (FFT) based CP approach is an image470

based technique where the input microstructure is dis-471

cretized into N1 × N2 × N3 Fourier points and peri-472

odic boundary condition is applied, as required by the473

FFT algorithm. At each Fourier point, which coin-474

cides with a material point in the image, a constitutive475

equation, 5, is solved that gives a relation between476

the Cauchy stress and strain or strain-rate tensors.477

FFT-based methods have been developed for elastic,478

viscoplastic (VP) and elasto-viscoplastic (EVP) [54]479

constitutive behaviors to model full-field deformation480

in polycrystals. In this section, we will briefly de-481

scribe the VPFFT approach, which we use in a com-482

parison to experimental data in Sec. 7.483

4.1. Viscoplastic FFT modeling484

In the case of VPFFT formalism, the contribution485

of the elastic component is considered to be negligible486

and only the rigid viscoplastic regime of deformation487

is modeled. The deformation mechanism involves ac-488

tivation of slip or twinning modes, where the local489

constitutive relation that relates the plastic strain-rate490

ǫ̇(x) and deviatoric stressσ′(x) at each point x is given491

by492

ǫ̇(x) = γ̇◦

N
∑

s=1

ms(x)

(

ms(x) : σ′(x)

τs
c(x)

)n

× sgn (ms(x) : σ(x)) , (5)

where the sum is over all N active slip systems, where

each individual slip rate is given by Eq. 2 and the

evolution in the critical resolved shear stress is given

by Eq. 3. The local stress tensor can be written as

σ(x) = L0((x)) : ǫ̇(x) + φ(x) − Ip(x), (6)

where φ(x) = σ′(x) − L0(x) : ǫ̇(x), is the polarization493

field. The VPFFT formalism utilizes Green’s func-494

tions and FFTs, and consists of an iterative scheme495

based on the augmented Lagrangians (AL) [55] to ef-496

ficiently calculate (in Fourier space and then by anti-497

transformation, in direct space) the local fluctuations498

in strain rate and the corresponding stress fields that499

fulfill the governing equations of strain compatibility500

and stress equilibrium, respectively, and the imposed501

boundary conditions for a periodic unit cell. Upon502

convergence, an equilibrated stress field constitutive503

relation with a compatible strain rate field, mapped504

onto a regular grid of Fourier points (where the local505

single crystal plasticity constitutive relation is known)506

are obtained.507

4.2. Finite element modeling508

An alternate to VPFFT is the finite element (FE)

formulation, which is a continuum approach widely

applied to predict polycrystal plasticity, where a single

crystal constitutive equation is solved at each compu-

tational element point to model both small and large

deformations. In the crystal plasticity FE framework,

the local deformation gradient Fi j is multiplicatively

decomposed as

Fi j = Fe
ikF

p

k j
, (7)

where Fe
ik

and F
p

k j
are elastic and plastic (deviatoric)

components, respectively. To determine the state of

each crystal in the polycrystal, the model calculates

the Cauchy stress given by the Hooke’s law in terms

of Piola-Kirchoff stress S i j as

σi j =
1

J
Fe

ikS klF
e
l j, (8)

where S i j = Ci jkl(F
e
ki

Fe
k j
− δi j) and J = det(Fe

i j
). In

CPFEM, the rate of change of plastic deformation gra-

dient L
p

i j
is obtained as the sum of shear stresses γ̇α
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projected on each slip system α given by

L
p

i j
= ḞikF

−p

k j
=

∑

α

γ̇αbα ⊗ nα, (9)

where b and n are the slip direction and slip plane509

normal, respectively [55].510

5. Experimental Probes511

5.1. Surface characterization512

There are two field quantities that are readily ac-513

cessible on a surface. Strain mapping can be accom-514

plished via tracking the displacements in either grids515

or spot patterns. Allais et al., for example, showed516

that significant differences in strain accumulate in a517

two phase metal composite [56]. Kammers & Daly518

provide details of advances in the technique especially519

for use in the SEM [57]. For mapping crystal orienta-520

tion fields, one of the most commonly used and widely521

available microstructural characterization techniques522

is Electron BackScatter Diffraction (EBSD). This is523

a versatile tool because it can be applied to essen-524

tially all crystalline materials whose grain size is no525

smaller than about 500 nm. EBSD has been invalu-526

able in understanding local orientation gradients in527

deformed materials [58]. Recent developments have528

made it possible to perform in-situ deformation exper-529

iments, using EBSD [59]; however, it is important to530

bear in mind that it is a destructive technique that re-531

quires cross-sectioning and surface preparation and is532

mostly limited to post-mortem characterizations. Be-533

cause the measurement is done at a surface, strain534

and other relaxations from bulk configurations must535

be considered.536

5.2. 3D characterization537

Defect accumulation and damage nucleation are lo-538

cal phenomena, and spatially resolved information on539

the crystallographic orientations is important in or-540

der to understand the internal response of the mi-541

crostructure in accommodating external loads [60].542

The advances in high-energy synchrotron based tech-543

niques allow non-destructive measurements of crys-544

tallographic parameters for microstructural character-545

izations. For example, high-energy three-dimensional546

X-ray diffraction (3DXRD) method developed by547

Risø group [61, 62, 63] probes bulk samples and pro-548

vides information on the crystallographic orientation549

and elastic strain tensor averaged over a volume, com-550

monly a grain. While 3DXRD measurements afford551

information about the center of mass of the diffracting552

volume, the drawback is that we are not able to obtain553

commonly expected data that resolve intragranular554

orientation gradients, which is considered standard for555

EBSD maps. Similarly, diffraction contrast tomogra-556

phy (DCT) is another variant of the non-destructive557

grain mapping technique that provides both the crys-558

tallographic orientation as well as the grain shape in-559

formation, however, this technique is only limited to560

undeformed samples [64].561

Developments in non-destructive materials charac-562

terization methods have been successfully employed563

to study microstructural evolution under thermo-564

mechanical loading conditions [65, 66, 67, 17, 50, 68],565

thus allowing better understanding of the heteroge-566

neous materials behavior. In particular, the near-567

field high-energy X-ray diffraction microscopy (nf-568

HEDM) [69, 70, 71] is one of the synchrotron-based569

techniques that permits measurement of the spatially570

resolved orientations of grains that are embedded571

deeply in the bulk sample. This eliminates any con-572

cerns about surface relaxation effects, for example573

[72, 73, 17].574

6. Review of Comparisons of Computation and575

Experiment576

Comparisons of deformed microstructures with nu-577

merical simulations have been reported from time to578

time in the literature. There is also a substantial liter-579

ature on strain measurement resolved to the scale of580

individual grains e.g. [74, 75, 76] but space does not581

permit us to include in this review.582

6.1. Orientation mapping of individual grains583

One of the earlier reports is due to Becker and584

Panchandeeswaran [77] who measured 32 individual585

grain orientations on the internal surface of a sam-586

ple of nominally unalloyed aluminum with 0.15% Fe587

and 0.07% Si (by weight) using back scatter electron588

diffraction. Here the impurities served to limit the589

grain size while not substantially affecting the stress-590

strain behavior. This represented an early application591

of automated orientation mapping [22], permitted the592

initial, undeformed microstructure of the internal sur-593

face(s) to be mapped out and used as input for numeri-594

cal simulation of the evolution under plastic straining.595

The sample was cut in two in order to be able to re-596

assemble it after characterizing an internal surface and597

then compressing it at 375◦C in a channel die to a 40%598

reduction in thickness. In this particular experiment,599

the sample was found to have undergone macroscopic600

shear in addition to the anticipated plane strain com-601

pression. Comparison of the orientations of the de-602

formed individual grains with either the Taylor model603

or a more detailed finite element model showed good604

agreement for only a fraction of the grains. Some in-605

dividual grains exhibited substantial differences with606

the calculations.607

Panchandeeswaran et al. [78] extended the above608

study with more detailed orientation mapping and x-609

ray pole figure measurement; strain maps were not610
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measured. A finite element mesh was fitted to the ini-611

tial structure as before and crystal plasticity was used612

to simulate the evolution under plastic strain. Com-613

parison of the measured and predicted orientation dis-614

tributions showed good agreement between the ex-615

perimental and numerical simulation results. When a616

comparison was made at the scale of individual grains,617

however, the agreement remained poor. The (mosaic)618

spread of orientation within individual grains was sub-619

stantial; one grain exhibited a spread of 25◦, for ex-620

ample. Also, the orientation change of an individual621

grain was often substantially different in magnitude or622

even different in direction from that predicted by the623

simulation.624

6.2. Tensile Tests625

Lineau et al. [79] measured strain, via surface grid-626

ding, and orientation changes for a tensile test on an627

aluminum-killed mild steel. The strain map for the628

component parallel to the tensile axis exhibited signif-629

icant variations in magnitude. They compared the ori-630

entation changes of 76 grains with Taylor model cal-631

culations in a self-consistent formulation although the632

details of the latter were not specified. The result was633

moderate agreement: some individual grains showed634

good agreement but others did not. No attempt was635

made to analyze the effect of neighbor grains on any636

given grain for the simple reason that a self-consistent637

Taylor model only contains interaction with an aver-638

aged (a.k.a. homogeneous) medium but no specific639

neighbor information.640

Delaire et al. [80] made an oligocrystal of cop-641

per that had eleven millimeter sized grains and an ap-642

proximately columnar structure. This permitted the643

use of a finite element mesh with only two elements644

through the thickness. The constitutive model used645

standard crystal plasticity with hardening parameters646

designed to match the observed stress-strain behav-647

ior. Tensile stretching was applied to the sample648

and the strain fields were measured at 7.5% and 33%649

von Mises equivalent strain. Comparison of the ax-650

ial strain fields between experiment and simulation651

showed broad agreement, mainly because a few grains652

at one end had high Schmid factors that concentrated653

the deformation. Significant differences were, how-654

ever, evident for both strain levels. Reasonable agree-655

ment between the measured and simulated orienta-656

tions in terms of comparison on a pole figure at 7.5%657

were obtained but no comparison was reported for the658

larger strain.659

Hoc and Rey performed a tensile test on a poly-660

crystalline mild steel sample and measured the sur-661

face strain, for the component parallel to the tensile662

axis, for an area containing 114 grains [81]. As in663

other such tests, significant variations in strain were664

observed and the pattern suggested specimen-scale665

banding, which they termed mesobands. They as-666

cribed the occurrence of these bands to the multiple667

combinations of dislocation slip that are possible in668

cubic metals. Without mentioning how the orienta-669

tions were measured (but presumably with EBSD or670

channeling patterns), they used crystal plasticity FEM671

to simulate the test. They claimed to observe agree-672

ment between the simulated and measured strain maps673

but the degree of agreement was equally as poor as674

for the other comparisons reported here. One addi-675

tional point that they made was that embedding the676

measured set of grains inside the surrounding medium677

resulted in weaker strain gradients than for the ex-678

perimental case where the measured grains were at679

a free surface. This was, however, the only discus-680

sion of boundary conditions, in contrast to more re-681

cent works. Tatschl and Kolednik [82] performed a682

similar experiment but used a miniature tensile stage683

in an EBSD-equipped SEM to characterize a high pu-684

rity copper sample with a relatively coarse 100 mi-685

cron grain size. They performed a detailed analysis of686

both the strain fields and the reorientation of the crys-687

tal lattice. They compared their experimental lattice688

reorientations with calculations based on the Taylor689

model and found that only certain areas showed good690

agreement whereas some did not. The strain maps691

were notable for the marked variations in magnitude692

of each component and the concentration of strain at693

certain grain boundaries. In this, a full field calcula-694

tion of the deformation was not attempted. Cheong695

and Busso used a full field crystal plasticity (finite el-696

ement) simulation to analyze a similar tensile test on697

an oligocrystal of Al 0.5%Mg paying particular at-698

tention to the shear banding present in the measured699

strain map [83]. Again, even taking into account crys-700

tal plasticity, only moderate agreement was achieved.701

Zhao et al. made an oliogcrystal of aluminum with702

a columnar grain structure via high temperature an-703

nealing [84]. The top and bottom surfaces were ori-704

entation mapped and also gridded for strain measure-705

ment. The sample had dimensions of 21 mm (long), 8706

mm (wide) and 1 mm (thick) and contained 22 grains.707

The texture was dominated by a 〈100〉 fiber, mean-708

ing that each grain had a 〈100〉 axis close to the nor-709

mal of the observation plane. The axial strain fields710

were measured at several strain steps up to a maxi-711

mum of about 11% and exhibited minor differences in712

accord with the small variations in grain boundary po-713

sition. A crystal plasticity finite element model with714

hardening parameters derived in part from the work715

of Franciosi et al. [47]. was used to simulate the ex-716

periment. As with the other reports cited here, the ax-717

ial strain fields showed broad agreement, mainly be-718

cause grain number six was sufficiently compared to719

all the others that the strain concentrated in that par-720

ticular grain. More detailed comparison shows signif-721

icant differences, however, as did comparison of the722
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surface roughening profile.723

Lebensohn et al. [19] analyzed EBSD maps of a724

copper sample tested in tension to about 11% strain.725

They took the map of the initial undeformed structure726

and generated a quasi-3D microstructure which they727

then used as input to a simulation using the VPFFT728

method, see 4 for a description. Reasonable agree-729

ment was found for the average re-orientation of the730

lattice in each grain. Orientation (mosaic) spread731

was also analyzed and the average disorientation was732

found to scale with grain size, which was also found733

in the simulation. There was also a trend with orien-734

tation such that the largest orientation spreads occur735

near the 〈110〉 corner of the unit triangle. Buchheit736

et al. [85] performed an experiment also on a cop-737

per polycrystal and compared it to a crystal plasticity738

finite element simulation. One comparison of particu-739

lar interest here was that they examined the variation740

in orientation across a few grains and found only mod-741

erate agreement between experiment and simulation.742

The examination of orientation spread is a topic that743

we shall return to in later sections.744

Rehrl et al. started with a coarse-grained austenitic745

stainless steel to obtain a bicrystalline tensile sample746

with cross section 1 x 1 mm [86]. They character-747

ized both the strain and the orientation development748

at a strain of 28% and performed crystal plasticity749

finite element simulations using Abaqus and a strain750

hardening model due to Bassani and Wu [87, 88]. Al-751

though the CPFEM model showed good overall agree-752

ment with the experimental results in terms of both753

strain and orientation change, they highlighted a no-754

table difference in terms of fragmentation of grains on755

a length scale of order 200 microns. This fragmen-756

tation took the form of banding in the “harder” grain757

that had smaller Schmid factors. By imposing, some-758

what arbitrarily, a similar spatial variation in which759

slip systems were allowed to operate, the simulation760

could be made to reproduce the observed banding.761

The authors postulated that modifications might be762

possible to the crystal plasticity model to allow this763

to happen automatically in the simulations but did not764

propose any specific approach to the problem.765

Choi et al. used a micro-tensile experiment with a766

pure nickel sample to measure strain variations [89].767

The sample had dimensions 21 x 38 x 80 microns768

(width x depth x length) and a grain size of order 15769

microns, such that there were only one or two grains770

across the width of the sample. 2.4% axial strain was771

imposed and then the entire gauge section was sub-772

jected to serial sectioning with EBSD leading to a re-773

constructed 3D volume, which in turn was used as in-774

put to CPFEM. Based on a grid of marker points, the775

strain was also mapped as a function of position. The776

mecanical response was calculated with several dif-777

ferent assumptions about the boundary conditions and778

compared with the experiments both in terms of the779

strain maps and the local orientation gradients quan-780

tified in terms of a kernel averaged misorientation781

(KAM). In general terms, the strain map comparison782

showed reasonable agreement and yet there was more783

agreement between the different boundary conditions784

than there was with the experimental result. The same785

was found for the comparison of the orientation gra-786

dient maps.787

6.3. Channel Die Tests788

Raabe et al. [90] used strain mapping on the sur-789

face of a 15 x 10 mm sample of pure aluminum790

with 18 grains in view. In a sample subjected to 8%791

von Mises equivalent plane strain compression over-792

all, some grains were measured to have twice that793

strain whereas others exhibited negligible accumu-794

lated strain. They used a conformal finite element795

mesh with about 6000 elements shaped to match the796

grain boundaries. In order to measure the importance797

of crystallographic slip, simulations were made with798

a purely continuum constitutive model as well as with799

rate-sensitive crystal plasticity as the model. This con-800

trast showed that crystal plasticity introduces an im-801

portant anisotropy. In addition, variations in the fric-802

tion coefficient boundary condition minor differences803

in the pattern of strain over the region of interest.804

However, the similarities between the various crystal805

plasticity simulations were more obvious than in the806

comparison with the experimental strain map. More807

specifically, significant differences were observed on808

a grain-to-grain basis between experiment and simu-809

lation. Lattice reorientation was not considered in this810

work because of the small strain. Strong gradients in811

slip activity were noted in the vicinity of most grain812

boundaries, which will turn out to be significant else-813

where in this article.814

Zaefferer et al. performed channel die compression815

tests on Al bicrystals of aluminum [91] with sym-816

metric 〈112〉 tilt boundaries and misorientations of817

8.7◦ (small angle), 15.4◦ (transition), and 31.5◦ (large818

angle). Thanks to the simple microstructure, a fi-819

nite element model could be easily constructed for820

comparison with the experiments. Compression to821

a maximum of 50% reduction in thickness was ap-822

plied in a channel die. The orientations were such that823

macroscopic shear strains resulted from the applied824

compression; similar shears were observed in the fi-825

nite element simulations and the overall shape change826

was modeled well. Moreover the pattern of hetero-827

geneous straining was reasonably well modeled, al-828

beit with significant local variations. As in essentially829

all cases, a standard crystal plasticity model was used830

although latent hardening was applied. Lattice ori-831

entations were measured before and after deforma-832

tion. Starting from the well annealed single orien-833

tations in each crystal, rotation occurred as well as834
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dispersion. Comparing the simulations to the exper-835

iments showed larger lattice rotations in the former836

and smaller dispersion, just as observed by Panchan-837

deeswaran et al. [78]. The intermediate misorienta-838

tion bicrystal (15.4◦) showed larger orientation gradi-839

ents in the vicinity of the boundary than the smallest840

misorientation. Shear bands in the largest misorienta-841

tion bicrystal prevented such an analysis.842

Ma et al. followed up on the previous work on843

bicrystals with symmetric 〈112〉 tilt boundaries with844

the same set of three different misorientation angles845

but deforming in simple shear instead of plane strain846

compression in order to avoid the problems associ-847

ated with friction conditions, which are hard to quan-848

tify [92]. They also simulated the experiments with849

finite elements but used a modified crystal plasticity850

model. The modification [93] introduced a non-local851

hardening model for individual slip system accord-852

ing to separation into statistically stored (“SSD”) and853

geometrically necessary dislocations (“GND”). This854

permits accumulated orientation gradients (from lo-855

cal variations in lattice rotation) to influence the hard-856

ness. In the case of simulations of the bicrystal shear857

experiments, an additional hardness was introduced858

for the grain boundary by including a layer of ele-859

ments with higher flow resistance than for elements860

corresponding to bulk material. The simulations were861

also performed with a conventional crystal plasticity862

model that was termed “local hardening” in the sense863

that orientation gradients were not included in the864

hardening model. The comparison between the two865

sets of simulations and the experiments showed that866

the more complex model yielded substantially better867

agreement with experiment, both with respect to strain868

distribution and with respect to local variations in lat-869

tice rotation. The standard crystal plasticity model,870

for example, exhibited too-large lattice rotations and871

much larger dispersion than observed in experiment,872

whereas the non-local model showed good agreement.873

Quey et al. deformed a split sample in a similar874

experiment to those reported by Panchanadeeswaran875

[94, 78] and studied grain fragmentation, which is the876

tendency of the lattices of individual grains to rotate877

in different directions as plastic strain accumulates.878

They also ran 3D crystal plasticity finite element sim-879

ulations of the same 176 grains that were observed880

experimentally and measured fragmentation, i.e. the881

development of a grain boundary inside a grain with882

a misorientation greater than 15◦. They found good883

agreement in the sense that fragmentation occurs most884

often for orientations where the lattice reorientation885

diverges strongly for small variations in initial ori-886

entation across a symmetry line. However, a larger887

fraction of grains fragmented in the simulations than888

in the experiments, which was ascribed to the exper-889

imental observations being limited to the sample sur-890

face, as opposed to the 3D simulations. Simulations891

are known, however, to result in larger lattice rota-892

tions (and sharper textures) than observed in experi-893

ments, which may provide an alternate explanation of894

the discrepancy.895

6.4. Other Tests896

Wang et al. examined slip behavior under four-897

point bending in a polycrystalline commercial pu-898

rity Ti [95]. In this experiment, EBSD was used to899

map the area of interest before deformation and syn-900

chrotron x-ray radiation was used to map orientations901

using the DAXM technique afterwards [96]. The ad-902

vantage of the DAXM technique is that the Laue fig-903

ures that are collected can be analyzed for streaking of904

the diffraction spots such that dislocation activity can905

be inferred. The objective of using four-point bending906

was to concentrate the tensile strain on the observable907

surface since the DAXM technique is limited to near-908

surface measurement. Comparison of the experimen-909

tal observations with crystal plasticity finite element910

simulations showed only moderate agreement both for911

slip system activities and for lattice rotations. Since Ti912

is hexagonal, the plastic anisotropy is stronger than for913

cubic metals. The grain size was of order 50 µm which914

was large enough that the DAXM could not map the915

grain structure in three dimensions. Yang et al. per-916

formed a follow-up experiment on the same materi-917

als also with four-point bending and measured surface918

height variations over a 14-grain patch area. Once919

again, comparison of activity levels of the various slip920

and twinning systems was satisfactory at the scale of921

individual grains but the spatial variations were not922

well captured by the simulations.923

Sarma and Dawson used CPFEM to investigate the924

variation in deformation from grain to grain in a poly-925

crystal [97]. They used a mesh with, in effect, one926

grain per quadrilateral element, with the rate-sensitive927

formulation described above. They determined that928

each component of the (deviatoric) strain rate con-929

forms to a normal distribution. They tested the com-930

monly held view (in materials science) that the local931

value of the strain rate should anti-correlate with the932

Taylor factor; such a correlation exists but is weak933

compared to width of each Gaussian. Their conclu-934

sion was that grains are strongly affected by their935

neighbors. In related work, Lienert et al. measured936

elastic strains grain by grain in a copper polycrystal937

[98] using a so-called far field diffraction experiment938

on a high energy beamline at the Advanced Photon939

Source. They selected grains with a 〈110〉 axis par-940

allel to the loading axis and also ran polycrystal sim-941

ulations with anisotropic elasticity. They found vari-942

ations about the mean strain of order 6%, with fair943

agreement with the simulations, which they consid-944

ered acceptable because the full 3D microstructure945

could not be measured. Since the orientation of the946

probed grains with respect to the loading axis was947
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fixed, these variations could only come from neighbor948

interactions. Although this addressed elastic strains,949

resolved shear stresses on slip systems are determined950

by the local elastic strains, so this provided an exper-951

imental verification of the variability caused by such952

neighborhood effects. Miller et al. extended this ap-953

proach to measuring elastic strains for the four low954

order planes using synchrotron high energy x-rays955

[99]. Strain Pole Figures (SPFs) were derived from956

this diffraction data, which in turn led to distributions957

of elastic (tensor) stress over orientation space. Rep-958

resentative 3D polycrystal microstructures and elasto-959

plastic finite element modeling were used to obtain the960

same stress distributions, before and just after plastic961

yield. Comparisons of experimental and theoretical962

results show, as for the earlier work, good but far from963

perfect agreement.964

7. Example: Near-field HEDM observation of965

plastic deformation in bulk polycrystalline Cop-966

per967

In the following, we describe the evolution of in-968

ternal microstructure during in-situ tensile loading of969

a Copper sample. A single two dimensional cross-970

section is tracked through a series of macroscopic971

strain states. We characterize lattice rotations and the972

development of intra-granular orientation variations973

and make direct comparisons to the VPFFT model.974

The purpose is to emphasize the key role that can975

be played in model validation by recently developed976

high energy x-ray capabilities that probe internal mi-977

crostructures in a non-destructive manner. Fully three978

dimensional characterizations will follow. A prior979

proof of principle measurement was carried out by Li980

et al. [17]. In the current work, a larger sample cross-981

section is used, where we begin the measurement with982

an undeformed microstructure and use small, incre-983

mental strain steps so as to more fully characterize the984

onset of deformation. The experimental apparatus for985

near-field HEDM compatible tensile strain measure-986

ment was developed by Lind et al. and was used in a987

similar study of plastic responses in Zirconium [100].988

7.1. Material & methods989

7.1.1. Material: Pure Copper990

The specimen is 99.995% pure, oxygen free elec-991

tronic (OFE) copper and this and all relevant details992

are given in [101]. The sample was machined from993

a half hard rolled plate (equivalent to a rolling re-994

duction of ∼ 21%). The cylindrical sample was ma-995

chined to have a 1 mm diameter, 1 mm long cylin-996

drical gauge section with the tensile axis parallel to997

the cylinder axis. A heat treatment protocol was de-998

veloped through multiple steps of polishing, etching,999

and annealing, coupled with EBSD characterization1000

of test coupons. The initial state of the nf-HEDM sam-1001

ple was obtained by annealing (after machining) in a1002

forming gas (95% N2, 5% H2) environment at 550◦ C1003

for an hour. This resulted in well ordered grains with1004

an average size of ∼ 60 µm.1005

7.1.2. Experimental methods1006

Measurements were performed at beam line 1-ID1007

of the Advanced Photon Source (APS) at Argonne1008

National Laboratory. The essentials of the beam1009

line hardware and experimental protocols are given in1010

[69, 102] In the current measurement, we use E =1011

64.3 keV photons which have an absorption length1012

in copper of just over one millimeter which roughly1013

matches the sample cross-section dimension. The1014

beam is focused in the vertical direction to ≈ 3 µm1015

while the width is 1.3 millimeters. This beam illumi-1016

nates a quasi-planar cross-section of the sample as it1017

rotates on a high precision air bearing stage. Detec-1018

tor images are obtained as the sample rotates through1019

δω = 1◦ intervals over a 180◦ range. The detector sys-1020

tem has 1.5 × 1.5 µm2 pixels with a field of view of1021

3 × 3 mm.1022

7.1.3. Load system1023

A custom-designed miniature loading system was1024

used in order to be able to develop plastic strain in1025

the specimen while positioned in front of the x-ray1026

beam [101]. The cylindrical geometry near the sample1027

gauge section, without any force bearing posts as in1028

standard load frames, allows the near-field detector to1029

approach within a few millimeters of the sample even1030

during the 180◦ rotation required for data collection.1031

[103] For this measurement, rotation axis-to-detector1032

distances, L = 5.8, 7.8, and 9.9 mm were used; the1033

L = 9.9 mm distance was used only for a few mea-1034

surements so as to allow robust optimization of the1035

experimental geometry by the microstructure recon-1036

struction code. [71]1037

In order to probe approximately the same cross-1038

section of the sample as it was loaded, the entire sam-1039

ple stage was translated upward by one-third of the1040

applied displacement of the strain stepping motor. As1041

shown below, this resulted in the illumination of a1042

common set of grains in each strain state. Data were1043

collected in twelve strains states spanning from essen-1044

tially no deformation up to 14% tensile deformation.1045

Macroscopic strain and strain states are summarized1046

in Table 2. The macroscopic stress-strain curve was1047

checked to be similar to previous reports for electrical-1048

grade, highly pure copper [104].1049

7.1.4. Computational reconstruction of microstruc-1050

ture1051

The forward modeling method (FMM), as de-1052

scribed in [69, 71], is used to reconstruct the orien-1053

tation field by matching simulated diffraction to the1054
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experimental data. The spatial resolution of the re-1055

constructions presented here is determined by the use1056

of a mesh of equilateral triangular voxels (volume el-1057

ements) with side-lengths of 2.8 µm. For each voxel,1058

80-150 simulated diffraction peaks are compared to1059

the experimental data; this range in number is due1060

to variations with orientation and with voxel posi-1061

tion in the number of peaks that strike the detector.1062

The orientation resolution in well annealed material1063

is ≈ 0.1◦ [105] and with increasing strain, the reso-1064

lution decreases to ≈ 0.5◦ [17]. The reconstruction1065

algorithm can fail to find a solution near grain bound-1066

aries. The accumulation of plastic strain results in1067

smearing of spots because of the well-known frag-1068

mentation of grains. This results in overlap of low1069

order diffraction peaks as well as a drop in intensity1070

of higher order Bragg peaks. Both effects tend to de-1071

grade the quality of the orientation reconstruction but,1072

fortunately, the quality of the indexing from the FMM1073

degrades gradually rather than failing abruptly [71].1074

Use of improved signal extraction from the raw detec-1075

tor images significantly improves reconstructions of1076

deformed states relative to previous work [103, 100]1077

and allows us to reconstruct even at the 14% level of1078

strain. A “confidence” parameter, C, is reported for1079

each reconstructed voxel. C is defined as the frac-1080

tion of simulated Bragg peaks that strike detectors1081

(using the optimized crystal orientation) that overlap1082

experimentally observed diffracted beams. Since all1083

simulations, from fully ordered to highly deformed1084

states, extend to the same high order scattering, we1085

find that C decreases steadily with increasing plas-1086

tic strain [66, 71, 106]. More complete analysis of1087

the improvements in the FMM method for plastically1088

strained materials will be described in future publica-1089

tions.1090

7.2. Experimental results1091

7.2.1. Analysis details1092

In order to avoid surface effects, analysis presented1093

here is restricted to material inside a radius of 0.4 mm1094

whereas the sample radius is 0.5 mm. From the ori-1095

entation maps in Fig. 1, it is evident that most of1096

the same grains remain in the sampled cross-section1097

as the sample is extended in tension by pulling along1098

the normal to these images. There is, however, some1099

unavoidable variation resulting from the approximate1100

tracking procedure described above and the flow of1101

material between states. Hence, small grains present1102

in one of the maps may be absent in others. We es-1103

timate that the illuminated section varied in position1104

(relative to the original material point) by no more1105

than four microns, as compared to (an unstretched)1106

grain size of ∼ 60 µm. Importantly, a set of large1107

grains remain in the orientation maps for each of the1108

twelve strain states.1109

The maps of C in Fig. 1 show the expected overall1110

behavior with strain. In the well ordered state of Fig.1111

1(d), C is reduced near grain boundaries because of1112

detector discretization noise and background subtrac-1113

tion/peak extraction statistical noise associated with1114

edges of diffraction spots [71]. In higher strain states,1115

there is a growing area over which C is significantly1116

reduced. However, there is considerable heterogene-1117

ity in this reduction implying that some grains remain1118

well ordered even up to 14% strain.1119

7.3. Grain-scale Analysis1120

The 100 largest grains identified in pre- and post-1121

deformation states are used to study the microstruc-1122

ture evolution and the development of orientation gra-1123

dients as a function of external load. We use a registra-1124

tion procedure based on these grains to maximize the1125

match between strain states. The process described by1126

Lebensohn et al. [19] and by Li et al. [17] minimizes1127

the average misorientation angle between two over-1128

layed images. Due to the in-situ nature of the mea-1129

surement, only a tilt of the sample would need to be1130

adjusted and, in all cases, the tilt angle was assumed1131

to be small and not considered in the registration al-1132

gorithm.1133

7.3.1. Lattice orientation dependent rotation and ori-1134

entation spreading1135

Grains can be tracked between strain states be-1136

cause the orientational disorder within them is rel-1137

atively small compared to typical high angle grain1138

boundary discontinuities in orientation. Voxels (re-1139

constructed mesh elements) that comprise a grain are1140

determined using a connected component analysis1141

with some threshold misorientation angle, θmax, as the1142

criterion for determining boundaries. Here, we use1143

θmax = 5◦ since this yields reasonably consistent col-1144

lections of voxels across strain states. Grain averaged1145

orientations, 〈g〉, are then computed according to the1146

procedures described in [107].1147

7.3.2. Lattice re-orientation1148

Fig. 2a shows the rotation of crystal lattices in1149

individual grains which is caused by slip response1150

to the tensile force combined with the spatial con-1151

straints of neighboring material. Large rotation an-1152

gles are apparent near the 〈101〉 − 〈111〉 line with ro-1153

tations tending to align a 〈111〉 direction with the ten-1154

sile axis. Grains near the left end of the triangle ex-1155

hibit smaller rotations with a weak tendency towards1156

alignment with 〈001〉 direction and with perhaps a1157

larger dispersion in rotation directions. The expecta-1158

tion from the Taylor model [21] is that tensile defor-1159

mation should cause texture development with either1160

〈111〉 or 〈001〉 aligning with the tensile axis and this1161

is seen in macroscopic measurements of cubic metals.1162
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 1: Reconstructions of internal microstructure in three strain states. All maps are truncated to 0.4 mm

radii. Crystallographic orientations are shown at (a) 0.06%, (b) 7%, and (c) 14% strains. Colors are mapped from

Rodrigues-Frank orientation components to the RGB color space. The large yellow grain (grain #2) in the bottom

and the grain enclosed in a circle (grain #15) will be discussed in more detail in later sections. The corresponding

confidence parameters, C, are mapped in (d) through (f). C = 1 indicates that all simulated scattering strikes

experimentally observed intensity. In all the maps, black lines are drawn between pairs of voxels with misorien-

tation angles greater than 5◦; even in the most deformed state, these lines appear almost exclusively along grain

boundaries.

The observations are consistent with previous work1163

[108] that divides the unit triangle up into four main1164

areas. Winther et al. noted a trend for rotation to-1165

wards the 〈111〉 corner of grains close to the 111-1101166

edge, rotation towards the 111-001 line of grains near1167

〈110〉, rotation towards 〈111〉 of grains close to the1168

the 111-001 line, and considerable variation superim-1169

posed on a general rotation towards 〈001〉 for grains1170

close to 〈001〉. These observations are also consistent1171

with recent work by Oddershede et al. [68].1172

7.3.3. Grain fragmentation1173

Fig. 2b shows a voxel-by-voxel image which1174

demonstrates the dispersion of both rotation angles1175

and directions within individual grains. In the initial1176

state (blue), voxels are tightly clustered with ≈ 0.1◦1177

dispersion. Thus, initial grains are ordered to bet-1178

ter than the measurement resolution used here. With1179

increased strain, voxels corresponding to a grain be-1180

come scattered but consistent trends in successive1181

states are observed in that rotations tend to continue in1182

a given direction(s). The distribution of orientations1183

within a grain corresponds to the mosaic spread ob-1184

served in the diffraction images. Interestingly, the na-1185

ture of the orientation dispersion falls into at least two1186

classes: simple broadening (shown in the expanded1187

view of grain 2 and bifurcation, indicating grain frag-1188

mentation, as shown in the expanded view of grain1189

15. In the latter case, looking at only the rotation of1190

the grain average orientation may be misleading. Fur-1191

ther, in most cases, the dispersion in rotation angle is1192

of the same order as the average angle. The FMM re-1193

construction also gives spatial information about the1194

mosaic distribution as discussed further below.1195

The observation that averaged as well as local ro-1196

tations in similar regions of the stereographic triangle1197

vary in magnitude and direction implies that variables1198

other than the tensile axis orientation are important.1199

First, the tensile axis orientation does not fully spec-1200

ify the crystal orientation or the resolved shear stresses1201
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(a) (b)

Figure 2: Inverse pole figures showing the location of the tensile axis in local crystal coordinates (reduced by

symmetry to a single stereographic zone). (a) Grain cross-section averaged positions of the 100 largest grains

with arrows pointing from the location prior to deformation to that at 14% strain. Colors indicate the averaged

rotation angle. (b) Voxel based rotations. Points are shown for each reconstructed voxel making up 16 of the 100

grains. Colors here represent different strain states. Expanded views are shown for two grains exhibiting distinct

behaviors that are discussed further below; straight lines indicate the grain averaged rotation.

on various slip planes. For this, one needs to know1202

the rotation angle, say, ψ, around the specified ten-1203

sion axis. Recent work by Quey et al. [94], described1204

in Sec. 6.3, tracks complete rotations in Rodrigues1205

space and identifies systematic behaviors, specifically,1206

dispersion versus bifurcation, depending on the de-1207

gree of symmetry in the starting orientations. This1208

appears to be an important and fruitful analysis route1209

with which variations in local regions of Fig. 2a may1210

be understood. In this experiment, however, fragmen-1211

tation is observed for orientations that are not close to1212

a symmetry line, as suggested by Quey et al. [94].1213

Within a well ordered grain, of course, ψ is essen-1214

tially constant, so explanation of the behaviors seen1215

in Fig. 2b presumably require specification of local1216

neighborhood effects which perturb the local stresses1217

experienced by grains. As noted above in Sec. 6.4,1218

it is clear that local principal stresses deviate signif-1219

icantly in magnitude and orientation from those im-1220

posed macroscopically [65, 50, 98, 102, 109, 110].1221

These effects represent a challenge to modeling efforts1222

[19, 54, 94, 97, 98, 99, 111] but need to be reproduced1223

in order to describe meso-scale responses.1224

7.3.4. Spatial resolution of lattice rotation and defect1225

accumulation1226

To characterize local lattice orientation disorder1227

within grains, we compute two quantities: an intra-1228

granular misorientation, IGM, and a kernel averaged1229

misorientation, KAM. IGM is computed for each1230

voxel, i, by computing the misorientation, IGMi =1231

∆gi = gi〈g〉
−1, between the local orientation and1232

the grain average. A grain averaged value, 〈IGM〉1233

or more meaningfully just the misorientation angle1234

〈IGM〉, can then be computed for each grain as a1235

characterization of the scale of orientation variations1236

within a grain. Color maps of IGM similar to the ori-1237

entation maps in Fig. 1, or the scalar angle IGM, help1238

to visualize sub-grain regions that are rotated relative1239

to the rest of the grain. The quantity KAM for a voxel1240

is computed as a mean misorientation angle with near-1241

est neighbor voxels. In contrast to IGM, KAM is a lo-1242

cal measure of orientation variation on the length scale1243

of the reconstructed voxels. It is important to recog-1244

nize that the voxelized orientation field is not a con-1245

tinuum quantity and care must be exercised in com-1246

puting derivatives. In fact, specifically in the case of1247

copper, it is well known that sub-micron sized disloca-1248

tion cells can be expected at higher strain levels [112]1249

and the HEDM measurement is not sensitive to such1250

variations within reconstructed voxels. Further, the1251

orientation that is assigned by the reconstruction of a1252

voxel is not any sort of averaged value but rather is the1253

orientation that is best represented in the diffraction1254

images. For example, if the region spanned by a voxel1255

contains cell wall material and an ordered cell, the lat-1256

ter will generate well defined diffraction whereas the1257

wall material has a high dislocation density and there-1258

fore would generate a more diffuse pattern that may1259
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Figure 3: Lattice reorientation from initial to 14% strain, as shown in Fig. 2, but now colored by (a) 〈IGM〉 and

expanded color scale is used, where maximum 〈IGM〉 was 2.9956◦ and (b) 〈KAM〉. The grain average values for

both quantities are computed in the 14% strain state. No obvious correlation is seen between 〈IGM〉 or 〈KAM〉

and the initial orientation.

not be detected in either the raw or reduced experi-1260

mental diffraction images. Thus, we use KAM as a1261

measure of local disorder on the length scale of the1262

experimental and reconstruction spatial resolution and1263

recommend caution in using it as a measure of micro-1264

scopic orientation gradients.1265

Fig. 3(a) makes it clear that 〈IGM〉 is essentially1266

uncorrelated with 〈g〉, and similar behavior is seen for1267

〈KAM〉 from fig. 3(b). This is consistent with the idea1268

that grain breakup, being outside the context of any1269

classical, say, Taylor, model, is dominated by local1270

effects associated with specific microstructural neigh-1271

borhoods and the associated localized reorientations1272

of stress fields. A simple example of this was shown1273

by Kanjarla et al. [113]. Employing CPFEM sim-1274

ulations of columnar grains, they demonstrated that1275

simply altering the orientation of a neighboring grain1276

(and consequently the local deformation fields) was1277

sufficient to suppress grain fragmentation. While ob-1278

servation of mosaic structures through broadening of1279

diffraction patterns is an old subject [114], the recog-1280

nition of its origins in locally driven stress patterns1281

associated with plasticity is not so well recognized.1282

7.4. Spatial Distribution of Orientation1283

Motivated by the examples in the literature of com-1284

parisons of orientation spread [85, 19, 89], we illus-1285

trate the spatial distribution of lattice re-orientations1286

for two grains in Figs. 4 and 5. Owing to the limi-1287

tation of 2-D measurements and to material deforma-1288

tion and flow, the measured cross-sections at different1289

strain levels do not contain exactly the same pixels.1290

The gaps within the grains are due to the intrusion of1291

annealing twins and grains that are centered in other1292

sample cross-sections but that extend into the mea-1293

sured one. The pictured grains (grains 2 and 15) are1294

pointed out in Fig. 1 and their orientation evolution1295

is emphasized in Fig. 2. Since Figs. 4 and 5 map1296

orientation differences, detail that is not apparent in1297

Fig. 1 is easily seen here. In the initial, essentially1298

unstrained and well annealed state, little variation is1299

visible even in the difference plots since the grains are1300

very well ordered. Even here, however, subtle struc-1301

ture is visible in the KAM maps: many closed loops of1302

slightly increased orientation differences (∼ 0.15◦) are1303

present. Higher orientation resolution (using integra-1304

tion intervals δω < 1◦) would be required to reliably1305

interpret such structures.1306

With increased strain, we see the distinct behaviors1307

implied by Fig. 2. Grain 15 develops regions of dis-1308

tinct orientation whereas grain 2 exhibits rather homo-1309

geneous orientation noise that is only slightly distin-1310

guishable in the IGM and KAM maps. While the local1311

orientation differences in the KAM maps cannot be1312

interpreted as being simply related to orientation gra-1313

dients, they do demonstrate that qualitatively distinct1314

behaviors are seen in the two grains. The IGM maps1315

are easily interpreted as illustrating the existence of1316

domains of subtly distinct orientations, particularly in1317

grain 15; these domains are surrounded by low angle1318

grain boundaries as is clear from the corresponding1319

KAM map.1320

In contrast to expectations, both grain maps sug-1321

gest that KAM is reduced near the perimeter of the1322
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4: IGM maps at 0.06%, 7%, and 14% tensile strains (left to right) for (a) grain 2 and (b) grain 15.

grains in both 7% and 14% strain states. The caveats1323

given above on nf-HEDM based KAM interpretation1324

should be reinforced here: the 2.8µm resolution vox-1325

els used here are certainly too coarse to reliably probe1326

behavior on micron or lower length scales; the behav-1327

ior seen in the KAM plots needs to be carefully corre-1328

lated with observed diffraction signals and such work1329

is underway. Post-mortem EBSD measurements are1330

being performed on this sample [115]. However, with1331

a sub-micron beam size, orientation gradients do ap-1332

pear to increase near boundaries [115].1333

Fig. 6 shows the average IGM and KAM for all 1001334

tracked grains versus strain. As expected, the average1335

values increase monotonically with strain [9, 116].1336

Both long- (〈IGM〉) and short-range (〈KAM〉) orien-1337

tation variations increase with deformation and these1338

measures track each other surprisingly closely. How-1339

ever, heterogeneity of damage accumulation is re-1340

flected in the fact that the standard deviations among1341

grains are comparable to the average values. Ad-1342

ditional analysis, preferably with fully three dimen-1343

sional data, is needed to determine the degree to which1344

this heterogeneity is correlated with grain orienta-1345

tion (hard grains resisting deformation) and the degree1346

Figure 6: 〈IGM〉 and 〈KAM〉 as a function of strain

from 0.06%-14%. The error bars are standard devia-

tions across the 100 largest grains.

to which local stress re-orientation and concentration1347

plays a role.1348

7.5. Direct comparison with model predictions1349

As mentioned above, it should be possible to com-1350

pute experimentally measured behavior using crystal1351

plasticity with the expectation that good agreement1352
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5: KAM maps calculated for (a) grain 2 and (b) grain 15 at 0.06%, 7%, and 14% tensile strains (from left

to right). To reveal patterns at low KAM values, the color scale saturates at 1◦.

(a) (b)

Figure 7: Inverse pole figures showing predicted lattice rotations using the 100 largest measured grains as the

initial state. (a) Rotations of the tensile axis predicted by the Taylor model and (b) rotations obtained from a

VPFFT simulation (see text for details). These figures can be directly compared to the experimental rotations of

Fig. 2.

validates the computation and discrepancies motivate1353

improvements to methods and constitutive relations.1354

We illustrate this approach using our single cross-1355

section measurements. To help show the effects of1356

interactions between neighboring grains, we consider1357

a classical mean-field or Taylor model [21], which1358
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treats each grain as an isolated case (q.v. section1359

3.4), and a state-of-the-art computational visco-plastic1360

model that includes interactions between grains and1361

maintains stress equilibrium throughout the polycrys-1362

tal.1363

7.5.1. Comparison of Lattice Rotations1364

Fig. 7a shows the computed lattice rotations in1365

terms of the location of the tensile axis in local crys-1366

tal coordinates. The dispersion in rotation directions1367

in local regions of the triangle is due to the lack of1368

unique crystal orientation specification in this two di-1369

mensional plot and consequent variation in Schmid1370

factors. Note that the orientation change shown in1371

fig. 7a was computed for individual single crystal do-1372

main in VPFFT to reproduce the effect of the Taylor1373

model, albeit with the rate sensitive formulation (not1374

the original minimum slip criterion). As in previous1375

work [117], global trends are reasonably comparable1376

to observations but the Taylor model is not quantita-1377

tive in either rotation angles or directions. A more so-1378

phisticated model that includes grain-to-grain interac-1379

tions as well as additional aspects of modern plasticity1380

models is required.1381

Going beyond the simple geometric Taylor model1382

requires use of complex plasticity models as described1383

in Sec. 3. We apply the VPFFT code described in Sec.1384

4 to our measured initial structure shown in Fig. 1a.1385

Since we have measured only a single cross-section,1386

this map is simply extended in the perpendicular di-1387

rection into a columnar structure. A compliant buffer1388

region is generated around the measured and extruded1389

virtual microstructure so as to allow for the periodic1390

structure assumed in the FFT algorithm. A parameter1391

values in the Voce model, Eq. 3, were chosen so as to1392

match the macroscopic stress-strain curve, which was1393

consistent with previous measurements for fcc cop-1394

per [118]. The rate-sensitivity exponent is n = 101395

and {111}〈110〉 is the active slip mode. Hardening1396

parameters in the extended Voce law that reproduced1397

the measured stress-strain curve were: τs
i
= 65 MPa,1398

τs
f
= 45 MPa, θs

i
= 1230 MPa, θs

f
= 170 MPa,1399

(s = 1, 12) and hss′ = 1, for all ss′.1400

Fig. 7(b) shows the lattice reorientations predicted1401

by the VPFFT simulation. Global trends are similar1402

to those of both the experiment and Taylor models.1403

Grain interactions are reflected in numerous signifi-1404

cant differences between Fig. 7a and b. However, the1405

degree of one-to-one agreement with the experiment1406

is not significantly improved with some grains show-1407

ing closer agreement but others being further from the1408

observations than the Taylor model. This is consistent1409

with the results in the literature [19]. Improved agree-1410

ment may be obtained with a fully three dimensional1411

experimental data set in which all grain neighbors are1412

correctly represented in the model.1413

With improved overall agreement, it will be im-1414

portant to make more extensive comparisons using1415

the full orientation specification for each grain and to1416

examine the intra-granular behavior reflected in Fig.1417

2(b).1418

7.5.2. Comparison of IGM and KAM1419

In order to address orientation gradients and the1420

effect of neighborhood, local fields predicted by the1421

VPFFT simulation were compared with the experi-1422

ments, for the same two grains examined in the ear-1423

lier sections. Fig. 8(a) shows the comparison of the1424

IGM fields between the experiment (left image) and1425

the simulation (right image). Although the magni-1426

tude of the misorientation is quite different with larger1427

values in the simulation, qualitatively there are some1428

similarities between the two results. The grain frag-1429

mentation is more drastic in the case of grain 15 than1430

in grain 2 in both the results. However, the correla-1431

tion is not strong enough to draw definitive conclu-1432

sions. Fig. 8(b) shows the KAM development for the1433

two grains at 14% tensile strain for both experiment1434

(left image) and VPFFT simulation (right image). The1435

experimental maps show a heterogeneous distribution1436

across each grain with smaller values (blue color)1437

at the perimeter. The simulation maps show higher1438

KAM values that are mostly localized near boundaries1439

and little accumulation of gradients in the grain inte-1440

riors. In the experiment, the gradients most likely cor-1441

respond to cell structures within the grains, whereas1442

the simulation exhibits banded structures. Further in-1443

vestigations are required to understand the sources1444

of such contradictory behaviors between experiments1445

and simulations.1446

7.6. Discussion of Cu Tensile Test1447

Predicting mechanical behavior and effective re-1448

sponse of polycrystalline materials undergoing plas-1449

tic deformation has been one of the main foci of1450

the solid mechanics modeling community [119, 18,1451

55]. Polycrystal plasticity models are used to pre-1452

dict the crystallographic texture evolution and the1453

anisotropy in the mechanical properties of materials.1454

While their validation is performed through quantita-1455

tive comparison of the measured and predicted tex-1456

tures such as orientation distribution function (ODF),1457

only rarely are the reorientations at the individual1458

crystallographic levels considered. As commonly1459

observed e.g. by Panchanadeswaran [78] individ-1460

ual grains develop large internal orientation gradients,1461

2(b). Surface based measurements and lattice reorien-1462

tation were compared by Lebensohn et al.[19] with1463

the FFT based viscoplastic deformation simulations1464

to predict the evolution of microstructure of a poly-1465

crystalline Cu specimen under uniaxial tension. The1466

lattice reorientation trend observed in our experiment1467

and predicted by VPFFT simulation from initial to1468
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(a) (b)

Figure 8: Misorientation field development for grains 2 (top) and 15 (bottom) extracted from the experiment (left)

and VPFFT (right). (a) IGM field development within the grains after 14% tensile deformation. (b) KAM field

development within the grains after 14% tensile deformation. The color scales are expanded relative to Figs. 4

and 5 due to the larger predicted rotations obtained from the model.

11% strain qualitatively match with the rotation tra-1469

jectories observed in figure 2(a). The orientations1470

close to 〈001〉 and 〈111〉, considered to be stable ori-1471

entations, exhibited minimum lattice rotations while1472

orientations close to 〈110〉 and along 〈001〉-〈111〉 line1473

showed highest reorientations. More specifically, the1474

original Taylor work used a minimum shear princi-1475

ple to solve for the stress state at any given orien-1476

tation (relative to the tensile axis). In many parts of1477

the unit triangle there is a range of reorientation direc-1478

tions that are possible. As discussed above, this arises1479

from the ambiguity problem in polycrystal plasticity1480

and is generally resolved by introducing rate sensitiv-1481

ity, which results in a unique solution for the distri-1482

bution of slips. Nonetheless, it is interesting that the1483

parts of the unit triangle where the most variability in1484

reorientation occur, close to 〈001〉 for example, corre-1485

spond to the largest variation in possible reorientation.1486

Winther et al. [108], in common with most authors,1487

presented a comparison of their experimental results1488

with theoretical reorientations based on a unique so-1489

lution in the Taylor model framework although they1490

suggested that ambiguity (especially near the 〈001〉1491

corner) could account for some of the discrepancies.1492

It is notable that the VPFFT results also show maxi-1493

mum variability in reorientation near 〈001〉 and along1494

the 〈001〉-〈111〉 line. The rotation paths and magni-1495

tude of reorientation obtained from the nf-HEDM ob-1496

servations are also consistent with the lattice rotations1497

observed using the 3DXRD technique for average ori-1498

entation measurements of 100 grains in an Al sam-1499

ple [50]. Concerning the development of intragranu-1500

lar orientation gradients (IGM), Fig. 2, our results do1501

not show any correlation with orientation, which dif-1502

fers from previous results that suggest that the largest1503

gradients are expected for orientations with the maxi-1504

mum divergence, e.g. [19, 94].1505

8. Conclusions1506

This paper reviewed comparisons of experimentally1507

measured plastic deformation with numerical simu-1508

lation results from calculations using crystal plastic-1509

ity that resolve the fields at the microstructural scale.1510

The invariable conclusion is that reasonable quali-1511

tative agreement is found but that there are many1512

differences, both quantitative and qualitative, in the1513

strain field, orientation field (or both) that can be1514

found at the local, grain-scale level. Efforts to model1515

plastic deformation using direct dislocation simula-1516

19



tion, as opposed to continuum-scale, were also re-1517

viewed; here the conclusion is that the techniques do1518

not have capability to simulate polycrystals although1519

there are indications that it will become possible in1520

the near future. To point toward future capabilities for1521

such comparisons, experimental results from a non-1522

destructive, synchrotron based High Energy Diffrac-1523

tion Microscopy measurement were presented. The1524

in-situ measurement tracked a single layer of mi-1525

crostructure to 14% plastic strain. The experiment1526

was then simulated using an image-based viscoplas-1527

tic crystal plasticity method (VPFFT). Measurement1528

of heterogeneous orientation fields demonstrated that1529

it is possible to distinguish between grain fragmenta-1530

tion and local dispersion of orientation. Comparison1531

of the experimental evolution with simulations based1532

on the initial state again show good qualitative agree-1533

ment for average values of grains but marked differ-1534

ences in the local, intra-grain fields. Both the short1535

and long range orientation gradients increase with de-1536

formation, and the spatial distributions of IGM and1537

KAM both show heterogeneous defect accumulations.1538

The VPFFT simulations showed good agreement be-1539

tween the predicted lattice rotations and the experi-1540

ments. In general, however, the magnitudes of re-1541

orientation were over-predicted by the model.1542

2D nf-HEDM measurements can be readily ex-1543

tended to 3D, which are highly likely to improve1544

our understanding of the effect of neighborhood and1545

neighbor interactions on the microstructural evolu-1546

tion, as noted by Zeghadi et al. [120]. The major1547

advantage of orientation mapping in 3D with HEDM1548

is the ability to measure microstructural evolution in1549

the interior of materials and thus not be limited to sur-1550

face observations. On the other hand, resolving ori-1551

entation gradients requires a spatial resolution finer1552

than that of the dislocation cell (or subgrain) structure1553

that develops during deformation, which HEDM does1554

not accomplish for Cu at room temperature. Fully 3D1555

characterization using nf-HEDM technique will be re-1556

ported in a later publication.1557

It is reasonable to ask what would constitute ac-1558

ceptable agreement between experiment and simula-1559

tion. The difficulty here is that one is comparing ten-1560

sor fields, such as an orientation map, rather than sin-1561

gle values. One measure of difference might be the1562

average pointwise relative error and acceptable agree-1563

ment could be stated as requiring the error to be less1564

than, say, twenty percent. Another approach would be1565

to define an error bound based on uncertainty analysis1566

of the measurement along with an equivalent uncer-1567

tainty for simulation based on numerical errors com-1568

pounded with model uncertainty. Then we suggest1569

that acceptable agreement would be for the compar-1570

isons to agree within the combined uncertainties. In1571

fact, it would be substantial progress if one could per-1572

form an experiment and a corresponding calculation1573

that showed good qualitative agreement setting aside1574

detailed quantitative differences.1575

The follow-on question is then what recommenda-1576

tions can be made to advance the two major challenges1577

stated at the outset. One is clearly to hope for ad-1578

vances in theoretical understanding of large popula-1579

tions of dislocations. The second is to recommend1580

that improvements be sought both in the constitutive1581

relations used in continuum-scale simulations (which1582

are likely to remain useful because of their practical1583

utility and scalability), and that improvements in the-1584

ory be sought including numerical implementation of1585

large-scale dislocation simulations (using either ex-1586

plicit dislocations dynamics or some form of field dis-1587

locations mechanics) to enable direct comparison to1588

spatially resolved experiments on polycrystal defor-1589

mation that span statistically significant volumes of1590

materials. The benefit to be obtained is simulations1591

that are accurate enough to allow us to understand the1592

effect of microstructure on plastic deformation and to1593

be able to predict distributions of fields such as orien-1594

tation and strain because, for example, the upper tails1595

should predict damage initiation.1596
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Table 1: Glossary of Terms

Burgers vector Closure failure around a dislocation, generally a close-packed

direction in the crystal.

Slip direction Unit vector parallel to the Burgers vector.

Slip plane Glide plane for conservative motion of dislocations, generally

a close-packed plane.

Slip system Combination of slip direction and plane defining the shear

strain resulting from dislocation motion.

Orientation (g) By imposing a reference frame on a polycrystalline specimen,

the orientation at any point can be defined a proper rotation

that brings the frame associated with the lattice into coinci-

dence with the reference frame.

Grain, crystallite Distinct, approximately compact region in a polycrystal,

within which a single lattice orientation can be identified.

Texture Texture is equivalent to Crystallographic Preferred Orientation

i.e. the extent to which grains exhibit a preference for certain

orientations (relative to the reference or sample frame).

Misorientation Minimum rotation angle (and, sometimes, associated axis) re-

quired to bring the two lattices on either side of a boundary

into coincidence.

Orientation gradient This refers to gradients in lattice orientation.

Grain boundary Homophase interface between any pair of grains or crystal-

lites.

Low angle grain boundary Grain boundary that can be constructed from dislocations

whose cores do not overlap

High angle grain boundary Grain boundary across which the minimum rotation for coin-

cidence of the lattices is larger than the maximum for a low

angle boundary.

Subgrain Distinct, approximately compact region in a polycrystal,

within which a single lattice orientation can be identified and

which is delimited by (mostly) low angle grain boundaries.

Intra-granular misorientation (IGM) For each point within a given grain, the IGM value is the mag-

nitude of the misorientation between the orientation at that

point and the average orientation for the grain. It is useful

for quantifying orientation gradients within grains.

Kernel average misorientation (KAM) For each point, the KAM is the average of the misorientations

between that point and a kernel of points around it. The kernel

may vary in extent but here we use nearest neighbor points

only. KAM is useful for quantifying the local mosaic spread.

Scanning electron microscope (SEM) electron microscope commonly used for materials characteri-

zation, especially in conjunction with EBSD (qv).

Electron Back-scatter Diffraction (EBSD) Method used in an SEM to capture and index electron diffrac-

tion patterns which in its automated form enables orientation

mapping of a suitably prepared surface, see [22].

High-energy diffraction microscopy (HEDM) Synchrotron-based method for orientation mapping in three

dimensions that uses high energy monochromatic x-rays, see

[22].

Damage initiation Damage initiation occurs when a void or a crack is formed in

what was fully dense material.

Schmid factor, m Geometric factor that resolves far field stress, σ, onto a local

slip system as shear stress, τ.
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Table 1: Glossary of Terms

Taylor model, M Standard model based on [21] commonly used to simulate texture devel-

opment and plastic anisotropy; it assumes uniform strain rate and ignores

interactions between grains.

Crystal plasticity (CP) Standard model for continuum scale simulation of solids deforming by dis-

location slip (and sometimes also twinning), see Eq. 2.

Finite element method (FEM) Continuum scale simulation method in which the deforming body is dis-

cretized by dividing it up into units each of which has a simple geometrical

shape but variable size (and perhaps geometry), each of which is treated

as a homogeneously deforming element. CPFEM denotes the variant of

FEM that uses crystal plasticity as the constitutive relation between stress

and strain rate.

FFT method In the context of this paper, the FFT method is an image-based algorithm that

relies on Fast Fourier Transforms for solving the same equations of equi-

librium and compatibility as the FEM accomplishes. VPFFT denotes the

viscoplastic version of the algorithm.

Discrete Dislocation Dynamics Simulation method that operates on ensembles of dislocations represented

by discrete line segments with forces defined by elastic interactions and ad-

vances in time by integrating the equations of motion.

Molecular Dynamics Simulation method that operates on an ensemble of atoms with defined (em-

pirical) interaction potentials and advances in time by integrating the equa-

tions of motion.

Table 2: Measured nf-HEDM cross-sections at different true strain levels and their corresponding stress (MPa)

values.

S0 S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 S11

ǫ 0.06% 0.4% 1.7% 3.5% 5.3% 7.0% 7.9% 9.2% 10.1% 11.5% 12.5% 14.0%

τ 46.8 69.8 104.3 125.2 146.4 168.1 179.3 187.1 197.9 204.5 214.9 221.3
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